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Rapid and Accurate T2 Mapping from Multi–Spin-Echo
Data Using Bloch-Simulation-Based Reconstruction

Noam Ben-Eliezer,* Daniel K. Sodickson, and Kai Tobias Block

Purpose: Quantitative T2-relaxation-based contrast has the
potential to provide valuable clinical information. Practical T2-

mapping, however, is impaired either by prohibitively long
acquisition times or by contamination of fast multiecho proto-
cols by stimulated and indirect echoes. This work presents a

novel postprocessing approach aiming to overcome the com-
mon penalties associated with multiecho protocols, and ena-

bling rapid and accurate mapping of T2 relaxation values.
Methods: Bloch simulations are used to estimate the actual
echo-modulation curve (EMC) in a multi–spin-echo experiment.

Simulations are repeated for a range of T2 values and transmit
field scales, yielding a database of simulated EMCs, which is
then used to identify the T2 value whose EMC most closely

matches the experimentally measured data at each voxel.
Results: T2 maps of both phantom and in vivo scans were

successfully reconstructed, closely matching maps produced from
single spin-echo data. Results were consistent over the physiologi-
cal range of T2 values and across different experimental settings.

Conclusion: The proposed technique allows accurate T2 map-
ping in clinically feasible scan times, free of user- and

scanner-dependent variations, while providing a comprehen-
sive framework that can be extended to model other parame-
ters (e.g., T1, B1

þ, B0, diffusion) and support arbitrary

acquisition schemes. Magn Reson Med 000:000–000, 2014.
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INTRODUCTION

T2-relaxation-based contrast is one of the most com-
monly used contrasts for noninvasive diagnosis and
characterization of pathologies. Although almost every
clinical MRI exam involves acquisition of T2-weighted
images, the interpretation of T2 contrast still remains vis-
ually qualitative, and lacks information on the actual T2

relaxation values independent of reader, pulse sequence,

and imaging device. Quantitative T2 mapping has dem-
onstrated merit for various applications including neuro-
degenerative diseases (1,2), characterization of cancerous
lesions (3–5), detection of biochemical and biophysical
changes in hip and knee cartilage (6–9), diagnosis of
stroke (10), assessment of diseased and posttransplant
myocardial edema (11,12), and investigation of muscle
physiology (13). Nevertheless, genuine quantification of
T2 relaxation values remains challenging in clinical prac-
tice, mainly due to the extremely long scan times associ-
ated with single spin-echo (SE) acquisitions. These scans
extend on the order of tens of minutes, a factor which
not only affects patient comfort and throughput but also
makes the scans highly vulnerable to motion artifacts.
Sensitivity to diffusion presents another important limi-
tation, adding echo time (TE) dependency to the signal
decay particularly at long echo times.

Multi-SE pulse sequences [e.g., CPMG (14)] are a com-
monly used alternative for in vivo T2 mapping. These
sequences sample multiple time points along the T2 decay
for each k-space line during single repetition time, lead-
ing to significantly shorter scan times. Moreover, the use
of echo spacings that are an order-of-magnitude shorter
than the typical TE used in single SE scans results in a
significant reduction of diffusion effects in the multiecho
sequences (15). These advantages, however, come at the
cost of strong signal contamination with stimulated and
indirect echoes, generated because each refocusing pulse
separates the magnetization into three coherence path-
ways: the main transverse magnetization inverted by the
radiofrequency (RF) pulse, and two spurious pathways
representing spins that are stored along the longitudinal
axis and spins that are unaffected by the refocusing pulse.
A very clear graphical depiction of this process is pro-
vided by the phase-graph formalism (16) and other related
approaches (17). As illustrated by Hennig (16), a train of
spin echoes will generate 3ETL coherence pathways (ETL
being the echo train length), whose cumulative contribu-
tion will eventually be reflected in the acquired signal.
The subset of coherence pathways contributing to each
specific echo depends on the refocusing pulse flip-angle
and phase, and, furthermore, on the slice profile, which,
considering typical use of nonperfect rectangular profiles,
intrinsically incorporates a range of flip angles. The
resulting T2 decay of the acquired echo-train will no lon-
ger exhibit a pure exponential decay of the form

SðtÞ ¼ S0 exp ð�t=T2Þ [1]

but will rather follow a generalized echo-modulation
curve (EMC), whose characteristics depend on the relax-
ation values as well as on a variety of other experimental
and physical parameters, for example, T2, T1, B0, B1
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and diffusion. When fitting a pure exponential curve to the
experimental multiecho EMC, erroneous T2 values will
arise, as exemplified in Figure 1, illustrating the percentage
error for different T2 values and for a range of transmit B1

þ

inhomogeneity scales associated either with the natural
variation of the flip angles along slice borders, or with inho-
mogeneity of the B1

þ field. Two straightforward alterna-
tives for improving the fitting of multi-SE data include
excluding either the first, or all odd-numbered echoes from
the fit (18). These options, although improving the fitting
fidelity, hinder quantification of short T2 components,
make inefficient use of the acquired data, and still result in
distorted T2 values. Other, more sophisticated solutions
use analytical or numerical stepwise tracing of all coher-
ence pathways that arise in a multiecho sequence (19–23),
incorporate the phase graph formalism into model based-
reconstruction approaches (24), or use non SE-based pulse
sequence schemes that can be more accurately modeled,
yet at the cost of reduced T2 encoding sensitivity (25,26).
Notwithstanding promising preliminary results, many
techniques still possess inherent limitations either due to
not accounting for relaxation during the RF pulses (20,22–
24), flip angle variation along the slice / slab profile (25,26),
relying on lengthy three-dimensional (3D) acquisition
schemes (20,23), or not allowing straightforward model
inversion for deducing a T2 value from an experimentally
measured echo train (19).

In this work, we present a novel approach for the cal-
culation of accurate T2 maps from multi-SE data. The

approach is based on using stepwise Bloch simulations
of the experimental pulse sequence to trace all coherence
pathways occurring along the echo train and thereby
accurately reproduce all resulting stimulated and indi-
rect echoes. These simulations are performed once as a
preprocessing step for a range of T2 values to create a
database of echo-modulation curves, each corresponding
to a unique T2 value. The experimentally acquired data
are then matched pixel-by-pixel against the database
using a best-fit criterion to reveal the samples’ true T2

values. Validations of the proposed technique in compar-
ison to reference single SE measurements are presented
in phantoms and in vivo, confirming accuracy and
robustness over a range of routinely used clinical set-
tings. Generalizations to multiparametric estimation, for
example, joint T2 and B1

þ fitting, are exemplified and
discussed.

METHODS

Preprocessing: Generation of a Simulated EMC Database

To precisely model the magnetization evolution during
multiecho acquisitions, simulations of the prospective
pulse sequences were programmed in-house in Cþþ and
MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). Simulations
were based on time and space propagation of spins accord-
ing to Bloch equations, and used the hard pulse approxima-
tion for simulating the RF pulses (27,28). The exact pulse
sequence scheme and the parameter values were obtained
through offline simulation of the pulse sequence diagram
using Siemens’ POET sequence testing tool, providing the
amplitudes and timing of each RF and gradient pulse. The
exact RF pulse shapes were read from the pulse sequence
source code and imported into MATLAB.

Although full volumetric simulations would be ideal
for EMC modeling, such simulations are not practical
due to their extreme computational intensity and
extended runtimes. To facilitate the process, 1D imaging
simulations were carried out solely along the slice
dimension. This choice can be justified by the fact that
the stimulated and indirect echoes are essentially caused
by imperfect refocusing pulses encoding solely along the
slice dimension and, furthermore, by considering that
the flip angle variation along the slice profile can only
be accounted for by simulating along the slice dimen-
sion. Using this simplifying step, it was possible to use
high sampling resolution of ca 2000 to 5000 spatial
points, offering accurate tracking of all the coherence
pathways for spin packets residing at each and every
point along the slice profile. The simulated object con-
sisted of a Gaussian spin density distribution (full width
at half height¼ 2.5 cm) positioned at the center of a 4 cm
field of view (FOV) and imaged with 4 mm spatial reso-
lution. The simulation’s internal resolution was set to
140 mm to account for intrapixel dephasing effects, while
the temporal resolution was matched to that used in the
actual experiment.

Each run of the simulation generates a single echo-
modulation curve, reflecting the intensity of each echo
along the train for a given set of parameters. A database
of simulated EMCs is created by repeating the simulation
for a range of T2 values ([1. . .299] ms in steps of 1ms and

FIG. 1. Simulation of the T2 bias when fitting a multi-SE decay

curve to an exponential model of the form S(t)¼S0exp(-t/T2). The
bias ranges from 41% to more than a 100% with respect to the
underlying baseline value, and reflects the deviation of a multiecho

modulation curve from a theoretical exponential decay as a result
of stimulated and indirect echoes. The relative error varies primarily

as a function of baseline T2 value and transmit flip angle, with sec-
ondary contributions from other experimental parameters
delineated in the text. Simulations compared one-dimensional

multi- versus single-SE pulse-sequences, assuming perfectly
homogeneous B0 distribution and no diffusion effects. Simulation

parameters were TE¼ [15,30,. . .,150] ms (NTE¼10), BWacq¼200
Hz/Px, aRefocusing¼ [108�. . .198�], T1¼2 s, slice-thickness ratio of
1.2 between refocusing and excitation RF pulses. Further details

are elaborated in the Methods section. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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[300. . .1000] in steps of 5 ms) and transmit field (B1
þ)

inhomogeneity scales ranging between 60% and 120%,
where a value of 100% corresponds to a purely homoge-
neous B1

þ field. The calculation time depends on the
number of simulated values of the T2 and B1

þ parameters
and ranged between 1 h for a limited number of a priori
known T2 values to 10 h for full high-resolution simula-
tion of 60 B1

þ inhomogeneity scales, 450 T2 values, and
ETL¼ 10. Examples of two databases are illustrated in
Figure 2, which shows a simplified set of EMCs corre-
sponding to T2¼ [30. . .55] and [72. . .103] ms (Fig. 2a),
and a set of T2¼ [1. . .300] ms and B1

þ inhomogeneity
scales¼ [60. . .120] % (Fig. 2b). A pronounced effect of
the stimulated echoes can be seen, causing the second
echo intensity actually to be higher than the first echo,
except for very short T2 values where the strong signal
decay dominates over the stimulated echo effect. The
cumulative effect of higher order stimulated echoes is
also apparent and manifests as even/odd modulation of
the later echoes. Figure 2b hints at a potentially problem-
atic property of the simulated EMC database—namely,
that modulation curves corresponding to different
[T2,B1

þ] pairs can sometimes intersect one another. As
shown later, this characteristic does not prevent the
parameter selection procedure from finding a unique
solution during the postprocessing stage. It is, however,
expected that the uniqueness will depend on the experi-

mental echo-train length (ETL), where too low ETL val-
ues might reduce the robustness of the parameter
selection procedure (29). A simplification of the simula-
tion was introduced by fixing the T1 parameter to a value
of 0.5 s for the phantom measurements and 1 s for the in
vivo scans. Although T1 relaxation does take part in the
magnetization evolution during an echo train, simula-
tions for a range of T1 values¼ [200. . .4000] ms have
shown that for refocusing flip angles in the range
[120. . .180] this parameter has negligible effect on the
corresponding EMC, a characteristic which is in agree-
ment with previously reported findings [19,22,23).

MRI Data Acquisition

Experiments were performed on 3 Tesla (T) whole-body
MR systems (MAGNETOM Trio / Skyra, Siemens AG
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) for T2 phantoms and
human subjects. The experimental protocol involved
running a product multi-SE sequence, designed to scan
each k-space line multiple times following an excitation
pulse using a train of equally spaced spin echoes, pro-
ducing a series of 2D images that correspond to increas-
ing TEs. In addition, a full set of images was acquired
with a single SE sequence for a similar range of TEs, pro-
viding a more reliable reference for the sample T2 values.
Phantom scans were performed using a 4-channel head
coil. The phantom, shown in Figure 3, consisted of a
matrix of nine 15 mL test tubes containing purified water
doped with MnCl2 concentrations of 0.070, 0.135, 0.270,
0.405, 0.540, 0.675, 0.800, 1.000, 0.540 mM, correspond-
ing to the tubes numbered 1 through 9 (tube #9 was
deliberately filled with identical solution to tube #5 to
test reproducibility of parameter extraction). This phan-
tom offered a broad range of T2 test values with T1/T2

ratios of 13.8 6 1.3, similar to human tissues as reported
in (18). T1 values were estimated using Siemens’ double-
flip-angle T1 weighted 3D gradient echo protocol. Scans

FIG. 2. Examples of a simulated echo-modulation-curve (EMC)
database for a multi-SE protocol. a: Simplified database contain-
ing two ranges of consecutive T2 values. b: Full database, span-

ning T2 range of 1 to 300 ms and B1
þ inhomogeneity scales of

60% to 120%. Both databases were down-sampled to half the

actual T2 and B1
þ resolutions for visualization purposes. [Color fig-

ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 3. T2 weighted fast spin echo image of the nine-tube phan-
tom used in this study. Tubes [1. . .8] were doped with varying
concentrations of manganese chloride (MnCl2) imparting each

tube a different T2 relaxation time. Tubes #9 and #5 were prepared
with similar concentrations to verify T2 mapping consistency over

different spatial locations.
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were, furthermore, repeated for refocusing angles 180�,
150�, and 120� to assess the stability over a range of com-
monly used values. Identical experimental parameters
were used for the multi- and single SE acquisitions given
by [TR¼1500 ms, TE¼ 12,24,. . .,216 ms, NTE¼ 18,
matrix size¼ 192 � 192, FOV¼ 110 � 110 mm2, slice
thickness¼3 mm, refocusing / excitation slice-thickness
factor¼1.2, BWacq¼ 200 Hz/Px]. The total scan time was
4:53 min for the multiecho sequence, and 1 h 28 min for
the single SE sequence.

In vivo validations were performed by means of brain
(N¼ 5) and prostate (N¼ 3) scans of healthy volunteers
under institutional IRB guidelines and after obtaining
written informed consent. Brain scans were performed
with a receive-only 12-channel head coil array and used
the following parameters: TR¼ 2500 ms, TE¼ 15, 30, 45,
60, 75, 90 ms, matrix size¼ 128 � 102, FOV¼ 220 � 175
mm2, slice thickness¼ 3 mm, BWacq¼ 210 Hz/Px,
arefocus¼180�, with a total scan time of 2:42 min for the
multi-SE (using 2� GRAPPA acceleration), and 26:54 min
for the single SE. Prostate scans were performed with a
receive-only 6-channel body matrix coil array and used
the following parameters: TR¼ 2500 ms, TE¼ 15,
30,. . .,150 ms (NTE¼ 10), matrix size¼128 � 128,
FOV¼ 170 � 170 mm2, slice thickness¼ 3 mm,
BWacq¼ 200 Hz/Px, arefocus¼ 180�, scan time¼ 5:20 min
for the multi-SE protocol, and TR¼2500 ms, TE¼ 20, 40,
60, 80, 100 ms, matrix size¼ 128 � 128, FOV¼170 � 170
mm2, slice thickness¼ 3 mm, refocusing / excitation slice-
thickness factor¼ 1.2, BWacq¼ 200 Hz/Px, arefocus¼ 180�,
scan time¼ 26:40 min for the single SE protocol.

Data Postprocessing

T2 maps were generated from the single SE data by fit-
ting each pixel in the corresponding time-series of
DICOM magnitude images to an exponential decay of the
form of Eq. [1]. Although the resulting maps may be
affected by residual diffusion effects, these are negligible
in comparison to the variability of the T2 values in vivo
(30), and the maps were therefore used in this study as a
baseline reference for the multi-SE maps. As a second
step, T2 maps were generated from the multi-SE data,
first using the same exponential fit used for the single
SE data, and then by matching to the precalculated data-
base of simulated EMCs. The EMC matching was done
for each pixel by calculating the L2 norm of the differ-
ence between the experimental and simulated EMCs,
and choosing the EMC giving the minimal value of the
L2-norm. This was implemented using a brute force
search over the entire database of simulated EMCs,
which, due to the limited number of fit parameters, was
sufficiently fast for the purpose of this study and was
completed in less than 1 min per slice. Following this
procedure, a unique pair of [T2,B1

þ] values was assigned
to each pixel, yielding a pair of T2 and B1

þ parametric
maps of the subject.

Analysis of the EMC Matching Algorithm in the Presence
of Noise

Estimation of the EMC matching algorithm’s sensitivity
to noise was performed through computer simulations

by studying the matching process accuracy and precision
at different noise levels. To that end, a representative set
of echo-modulation curves was extracted from a simu-
lated EMC database and then matched back to the data-
base after adding different levels of noise. The EMC
database was constructed for a typical multi-SE parame-
ter set with TE¼ 12, 24,. . .,216 ms, NTE¼18, slice
thickness¼3 mm, BWacq¼ 200 Hz/Px. Tested parameter
consisted of T2¼ 20, 40, 70, 140 ms, B1¼ 80, 100, 110 %
and SNR levels of 10, 20, 35, 50, 100. The SNR level was
defined as the ratio between half of the initial EMC
amplitude, and the standard deviation of the synthesized
noise vector, modeled to have random Gaussian distribu-
tion. To illustrate the SNR definition, Figure 6 shows
representative ensembles of EMCs with added noise,
while Figure 7 presents simulated images at correspond-
ing SNR levels. The matching process was repeated
N¼128 times for each [B1,T2,SNR] triplet (each time
with a different noise vector), producing an estimate of
the accuracy (mean value) and precision (standard devia-
tion) for each parameter set.

RESULTS

MnCl2 Phantom Scans

Table 1 summarizes the measured T2 values for the nine-
tube phantom shown in Figure 3. A clear bias toward
higher T2 values emerges when using an exponential fit
to process the multi-SE data, as compared to the refer-
ence single SE maps. This effect results mainly from the
contribution of stimulated and indirect echoes to later
parts of the echo train, causing an artificial elongation of
the decay curve. Any deviation from an optimal 180�

refocusing flip angle toward lower values amplifies this
effect due to higher percentage of the signal being domi-
nated by indirect echoes. A significantly higher accu-
racy, on the other hand, is achieved across the entire
range of T2 values when using the EMC algorithm. This
accuracy was maintained for different refocusing flip
angles and was also consistent across two different types
of MR scanners. Notwithstanding this improved perform-
ance, the EMC algorithm still exhibits increased residual
error for lower refocusing flip angles—very similar to the
pattern seen for the exponentially fitted values. This bias
can presumably be ascribed to the increased effect of T1

relaxation on the echo train, which is not accounted for
in the current implementation. For lower refocusing flip
angles, larger fractions of the magnetization are stored
along the longitudinal axis where only T1 relaxation is
active. As a final observation, consistency of the EMC
algorithm should be noted in accurately estimating the
T2 value of test tubes #5 and #9, containing similar
MnCl2 concentrations (0.54 mM) but positioned at differ-
ent locations within the coil. The B1

þ profile effect is
clearly manifested in this case by the variation of the T2

errors between the two test tubes when using exponen-
tial fitting. The joint [T2,B1

þ] EMC fit, however, is able
to overcome the underlying DB1

þ field inhomogeneity
and reproduce consistent T2 relaxation values for these
two test tubes and for all flip angles. Further details
regarding the measurement and fitting error of the single-
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and multi-SE acquisition schemes are given in the
Discussion.

In Vivo T2 Mapping

Figure 4 shows representative T2 mapping of the human
brain, comparing maps derived from a single-SE protocol

using exponential fitting (Fig. 4a) to ones derived from a
multi-SE protocol using exponential fitting (Fig. 4b) and
EMC matching (Fig. 4c). As is the case for the phantom
results, much better estimation of the T2 relaxation values
is obtained in vivo with the EMC algorithm, and in good
agreement with the reference single-SE values. Represen-
tative experimental echo-modulation curves are presented

FIG. 4. In vivo T2 maps of a human brain in a healthy adult volunteer. a: T2 map derived from a single-SE data set and fitted to an expo-

nential decay curve of the form S(t)¼S0exp(-t/T2). b,c: T2 maps derived from a multi-SE data set by means of (b): fitting to the same
exponential model as in (a), or (c): matching to the database of simulated EMCs proposed in this report. d: B1

þ bias map, produced by
the EMC fitting approach, and resulting from jointly fitting T2 and B1

þ values. e: Experimental decay curves for ROI #1 marked in panel

(a), for single SE (blue) and for multi-SE (red). Empty circles (black) show the simulated EMC that was matched to the experimental
multi-echo decay curve. f,g: Relative errors for the maps in (b,c), calculated as 100x[(b) – (a)]/(a) and 100x[(c) – (a)]/(a). h: Quantitative T2

values in ROIs 1, 2, and 3, for the maps shown in panels a–c.

Table 1
MnCl2 Concentrations and Corresponding T2 Values for the Phantom Shown in Figure 3 a

MnCl2 [mM]#
Single-Echo SE

[exponential fit]

Multi-Echo SE

[exponential fit] Multi-Echo SE [EMC fit]

Tube# a Refocus! T1 [ms] 180˚ 180˚ 150˚ 120˚ 180˚ 150˚ 120˚

[1] 0.070 1424 116.7 158.3 165.9 186.0 115.6 115.4 112.1

[2] 0.135 877 68.5 91.6 94.8 105.1 66.0 65.9 64.7
[3] 0.270 528 36.9 51.7 53.2 62.2 36.3 35.9 35.1
[4] 0.405 363 23.5 34.1 35.5 40.9 23.5 23.4 22.8

[5] 0.540 235 17.9 27.4 28.4 35.3 17.9 17.6 17.2
[6] 0.675 214 14.4 22.5 22.0 27.2 14.2 14.4 14.1
[7] 0.800 155 11.9 19.9 21.7 24.6 11.8 11.8 11.1

[8] 1.000 120 9.7 16.6 17.4 20.6 9.3 8.9 8.4
[9] 0.540 287 17.8 27.1 26.5 32.6 18.0 18.0 17.4

Average error [%]: 50.5 55.3 82.6 1.5 2.2 5.1

aT2 values were obtained from either single- or multi SE pulse-sequence for three different refocusing flip-angles, and postprocessed

using either an exponential fit, or the proposed EMC matching algorithm. Averages of the relative errors for each T2 value examined are
listed in the bottom row. These were calculated as the absolute difference between the single- and multiecho values, divided by the ref-
erence single-echo values. Third column holds the T1 values measured for each test tube, reflecting a relatively constant T1/T2 ratio of

13.8 6 1.3.
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in Figure 4e for ROI #1, illustrating the deviation of the
multiecho train (red curve) from the pure exponential
decay of the single SE train (blue curve), and showing the
simulated EMC that was assigned to this voxel (empty
black circles). The accuracy provided by the EMC algo-
rithm can be also appreciated from the quantitative com-
parisons in Figure 4h, and from the full field-of-view
difference maps in Figure 4f,g, calculated by dividing the
absolute difference between the single- and multi-SE
maps by the reference single-echo value. The residual
errors seen in Figure 4g might be attributed to inaccura-
cies of the EMC algorithm. However, they might also
reflect true physical inconsistencies between the single-
and multiecho acquisitions, or artifacts in the lengthy (33
min) single-echo acquisitions themselves. These effects
include slice misregistration and CSF pulsation artifacts,
which appear to prevent reliable fitting in some regions of
the single SE T2 map. In addition to the T2 relaxation
map, the EMC fitting process also generated a B1

þ bias
map, shown in Figure 4d. As mentioned above, jointly fit-
ting T2 and B1

þ improves the T2-map accuracy by
accounting for any inhomogeneities in the B1

þ field. In
practice, however, Figure 4d constitutes rather a general
bias map, which, although heavily weighted by the B1

þ

inhomogeneity profile, embodies the effect of any experi-
mental parameter that was kept invariant during the EMC
database calculation. Additional interpretation of this
map is given in the Discussion section.

Figure 5 shows representative T2 maps from a prostate
scan. In this application, generation of a reference single
SE map was infeasible due to significant prostrate
motion caused by involuntary bowel activity during the
long acquisition time. The faster multi-SE protocol was
able to collect data with reduced motion artifacts and
allowed calculation of the T2 maps shown in Figure 5c–
e. Apart from the EMC algorithm’s basic capability for
unraveling what we believe are the true tissue T2 values,
this example underscores the importance of using a joint
[T2,B1

þ] fit in situations where the coil transmit sensitiv-

ities vary significantly within the FOV. Juxtaposing the
map in Figure 5c, where only T2 was fitted, with the one
in Figure 5d reveals the efficiency of the EMC algorithm
in removing this bias and reinstating a more homogene-
ous T2 relaxation map.

Accuracy and Precision of the EMC Algorithm in the
Presence of Noise

Summary of the noise / error propagation analysis is pre-
sented in Figures 6 and 7. Significantly higher accuracy
is obtained when using the EMC algorithm as compared
to conventional exponential fit, once again reflecting the
strong bias incurred when fitting multi-SE data to the
theoretical model in Eq. [1]. The EMC algorithm, further-
more, provides higher precision, manifested by the lower
standard-deviation obtained with this approach. Full
numerical results are summarized in the online Support-
ing Information. The error in the EMC fitted T2 values
increases at high noise levels with a mean error of 0.4,
1.0, 1.5, 2.8, and 5.4 % for SNR¼ 10, 20, 35, 50, and
100, respectively. These errors, however, are still lower
than the corresponding values for the exponential fit,
namely 58.0, 58.9, 60.5, 65.8, and 79.9 %. A similar
trend was seen in the fitting precision at low SNR given
by a standard deviation of 0.4, 0.8, 1.1, 2.0, and 3.7 ms
for the EMC algorithm versus 1.2, 2.4, 3.3, 5.6, and 10.5
ms for exponential fitting.

DISCUSSION

Quantitative in vivo mapping of T2 relaxation has been a
long standing challenge. As of today, only single SE
sequences provide stable, and relatively reliable, T2 val-
ues in vivo. Although pure 3D multi-SE protocols pro-
vide an alternative T2 mapping approach, the choice of
multislice single-SE as a reference technique in this
study was motivated by the extensive scan time associ-
ated with 3D acquisitions, making these more motion
sensitive and hence less suitable for in vivo validations.

FIG. 5. In vivo T2 maps of the human prostate in a healthy adult volunteer. Severe motion artifacts, corresponding mainly to involuntary

bowel movements, caused strong pixel misalignment during a 32 min acquisition of a single SE data set and prevented reconstruction
of a coherent T2 map. a: T2 maps derived from a multi-SE data set (total acquisition time¼5 min 20 s) and fitted to a standard expo-
nential curve of the form S(t)¼S0exp(-t/T2). Overestimation of the T2 values is expected in this case due to elongation of the echo-

decay curve by stimulated and indirect echoes. b: Same data set as in (a) but matched to a database of simulated EMCs, constructed
solely for a range of T2 values. c: Same data as in (a) but subjected to a joint [T2,B1

þ] matching to a database of simulated EMCs, con-

structed for a range of T2 and B1
þ values. The last panel clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of using a joint fit in avoiding transmit-

sensitivity-related distortions of the T2 map. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Multislice multiecho sequence schemes offer significant
decrease in scan time, yet are affected by strong contami-
nation from stimulated and indirect echoes, leading to
nonexponential T2 decay that depends on a mixture of
experimental factors such as pulse sequence timing,
magnetic field inhomogeneities, flip angle variation
along the excitation / refocusing slice profiles, type of
crusher gradients, and more. Thus, to achieve sufficient
accuracy and independence from the experimental setup,
it is necessary to account for these parameters. The EMC
algorithm presented in this work addresses this complex-
ity by using comprehensive Bloch simulations, which
not only model the abovementioned factors but can be

generalized to incorporate other experimental parameter
or acquisition schemes. The ensuing T2 maps show high
correlation to maps acquired using classic SE scans and,
more importantly, offer invariance to the chosen
sequence parameter values and acquisition schemes.
This stability becomes very useful and indeed critical for
conducting cross-platform or multicenter studies where
the use of different scanner hardware, software versions,
or parameter sets can lead to spurious variability of T2

values.
The bias map shown in Figure 4d complements the

T2-map information produced by the EMC algorithm and
reflects the correction achieved using a joint [T2,B1

þ] fit-
ting procedure. Although this map originates from fitting
over a range of B1

þ inhomogeneity scales (and as such is
strongly influenced by the flip angle profile) it cannot be
considered a true B1

þ map as it also embodies second
order distortions caused by B0 inhomogeneities, T1 relax-
ation and diffusion. Previous reports as well as our own
simulations have shown these to have minor effects on
the experimental EMC shape for the T2-mapping condi-
tions used in this study, hence justifying their exclusion
as separate parameters from the fitting process. This
being said, alternative pulse sequence designs can
actually be used to accentuate these effects and therefore
to encode them, for example, by using low refocusing
flip angles and short TRs to encode T1, or gradient
pulses to encode diffusion. Extending the simulated
EMC database to accommodate additional parameters
would then result in separation of the bias map into its
underlying components, and would allow retrospective
reconstruction of multiple contrasts from a single acqui-
sition (contrary to the classical approach where each
contrast is acquired during a separate scan). Further gen-
eralizations are also possible and involve, for example,
modeling of the proton density, or fitting multiple T2

components by extending the EMC matching process
from a single T2 to a multi-T2 fitting of the form

EMCexperimental ¼
X

i

ai � EMCsimulated
Ti

2

� �
s:t:
X

ai ¼ 1

[2]

Although theoretically straightforward, extending the
matching procedure in this way will lead to a significant
increase in the computation time due to the larger search
space. This poses a challenge when using standard desk-
top PCs and might require replacing the simple brute-
force search procedure used in this proof-of-principle
study by a more sophisticated optimization approach.

Such extensions would be in line with a general trend
toward simultaneous mapping of multiple parameters.
Several multiparametric techniques have recently been
published, where analytically or numerically calculated
signal-models are matched to data that is acquired using
customized pulse sequence schemes (25,26,31,32). The
individual approaches differ mainly in the signal model
they assume and in the manner by which the parameters
are encoded into the acquisition. Some techniques for-
mulate the multiparametric estimation as inverse prob-
lem and include an analytical signal model into the
forward operation (33,34). Other techniques use highly

FIG. 6. Illustration of the noise analysis procedure for B1¼100 %,
T2¼70 ms, at SNR levels of 10 (a) and 100 (b). Estimation of the
EMC matching algorithm’s sensitivity to noise was performed

through computer simulations by studying the matching process
accuracy and precision at different noise levels. To that end, a

representative echo-modulation curve (black solid line) was
extracted from a simulated EMC database and then matched
back to the database after adding noise at different SNR levels.

The process was repeated N¼128 times (gray solid lines), pro-
ducing an estimate of the accuracy (mean value) and precision

(standard deviation) for each [B1,T2,SNR] parameter set. Black
dashed lines in the Figure represent EMCs at T2 values located
one standard-deviation above and below the representative echo-

modulation curve, graphically illustrating the standard deviation of
the matching process under the given noise level. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonli-
nelibrary.com.]
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incoherent undersampling to shorten the acquisition
times, for example, the pioneering works by Doneva et al
(35) and the Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting approach
(36), which relies on the incoherency of the undersam-
pling patterns and applies a pattern-recognition algorithm
to extract the underlying MR parameters. While the EMC
approach was not originally designed to handle incoher-
ent sampling patterns and focused on obtaining high
accuracy with clinically established multiecho pulse
sequences, use of incoherent sampling schemes can none-
theless still be realized, yet would require incorporation
of additional model-based or compressed-sensing techni-
ques to reconstruct fully sampled data before applying the
EMC fitting procedure. Rigorous comparison of the EMC
algorithm with existing multiparametric techniques and
other T2 mapping approaches such as the slice-resolved
EPG method was not performed in this study and will be
pursued in future work.

Evaluation of the accuracy of EMC-based parameter
selection was done in this study by comparing the
results to single SE based T2 maps. Although a quantita-
tive fitting error can be estimated for these single SE ref-
erence maps through a mathematical goodness-of-fit
criterion, the same cannot be applied for the EMC
parameter selection procedure as it is not based on a
simple analytic model. A closed-form expression for the
fitting error in the EMC-based T2 maps is, therefore, not
available and other approaches to estimate this value are
currently being pursed. Numerical assessment of noise
propagation in the EMC algorithm (using a Monte-Carlo
approach) and analysis of its sensitivity to small changes
in the echo-modulation curves is presented in Figure 7,
which illustrates the method’s robustness down to SNR
levels around 10 and to its superiority over conventional
exponential fitting for any SNR level. Due to the use of

magnitude images in the fitting process we expect Rician
noise distributions to characterize the later echoes where
the T2 decay is strongest (37). This, however, would affect
the single-SE and multi-SE data similarly regardless of
the fitting technique used, and should therefore not bias
the comparison between the corresponding T2 maps. In
practice, the T2 maps reconstructed using the EMC algo-
rithm exhibit high accuracy with respect to the reference
values and, more importantly, address the challenge illus-
trated in Figure 1—namely that the measurement bias is
dependent on the underlying T2 baseline value. It is
important to note, however, that even the corrected T2

values still do not represent the physical spin–spin relax-
ation times of the tissue and are rather a spatiotemporal
average over multiple mesoscopic domains residing
within each macroscopic voxel. This, in turn, relates to
another important factor contributing to the signal decay,
namely diffusion. At short time scales, this decay will be
governed simply by the tissue diffusion coefficient. When
longer echo-spacing is used, spins will start to “sample”
their surroundings and even traverse different T2

domains, causing the diffusion-related decay to correlate
with the mesoscopic length scale within the tissue (38).
Although this effect is expected to be more pronounced in
single SE protocols (due to the long echo-spacing used in
this type of sequence), subpixel information might still be
deduced from accurate multiecho measurement of the
macroscopic T2 with regard to the mesoscopic length
scale, for example, by means of fitting for multiple T2

compartments, or by comparing data sets acquired using
different echo-spacing durations.

The high reliability and stability of T2 mapping
achieved with the EMC algorithm can provide a starting
point for improving the investigation of diseases in areas
where fast and accurate quantitative assessment of the

FIG. 7. EMC matching algorithm’s performance in the presence of noise. a–c: Accuracy (mean value) and precision (one standard-
deviation error bars) of T2 values, estimated using the EMC matching algorithm (blue) and conventional exponential fitting (red), as a
function of EMC SNR for three representative [B1,T2] value pairs. Black dashed line shows the true underlying T2 value for each repre-

sentative echo-modulation curve. d–h: Images of a synthesized Shepp-Logan phantom at SNR levels corresponding to those shown in
panels a–c. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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T2 relaxation time is essential but impractical in clinical
routine. Common examples are neurodegenerative dis-
eases that are associated with demyelination. In this case,
potential biomarkers such as myelin-water fraction and
extra/intracellular water fraction are calculated based on
numeric classification of the tissue T2. As recently
reported (39), existing techniques for estimating these
parameters exhibit significant variability, which can be
attributed to differences between their underlying models
or to the simplifying assumptions incorporated in each
technique. By closely matching the EMC-database simula-
tions to the actual acquisition protocol, the presented
technique offers faithful reconstruction of the object’s T2

relaxation values, which might help standardize quantita-
tive T2 assessment for clinical applications.
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